Everything Between Us

Ethan is confused about more than just his sexuality the night he wanders into a white-trash
bar after breaking up with his fiance. When hes dragged outside the bar and beaten by
leather-clad thugs, hes rescued by the last man he needs in his life. Raw, dominating, and
dangerously unpredictable, this dark stranger wont even tell Ethan his name. The enigma only
draws Ethan in more as he finds himself unable to resist this man or the power he holds over
him. Secrets are slowly uncovered. The bond between the two men deepens as scars of the past
reveal themselves. But Ethan finds hes learning more about himself than he ever imagined as a
new word finds its way onto his lips: submission. **This is a 65,000 word stand-alone novel
which contains intensely intimate scenes between two men, and a happily ever after with no
cliffhangers.**
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two-woman showdown, Everything Between Us is a dramatic, dark, unflinching comedy
written by Northern Irelands boldest contemporary A family affair … Katrina McKeever,
left, and Lynsey-Anne Moffat in Everything Between Us. Photograph: Tristram Kenton for the
Guardian.A taut and fast paced two-woman showdown, Everything Between Us is a dramatic,
dark, unflinching comedy written by Northern Irelands boldest contemporary The troubled
past and traumatised future of Northern Ireland come face to face in David Irelands
ferociously funny 2010 two-hander Everything Two estranged sisters battle their way
through the violent world of Northern Irish politics in this UK premiere of David Irelands
drama.
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